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Spirit Week 2018
Class of 2018
makes it a
threepete as
they take the
spirit trophy
for the 3rd
year in row.

Black History Month
Allison Bench
Staff Editor

The month of February is a time for the entire African American
community to be recognized and for historic Black ﬁgures to be remembered.
The Accomplishments of Martin Luther King Jr, Malcom X, Barack
Obama, Rosa Parks and many others are brought into light, inspiring
African Americans to step forward and do great things.
Black history month began as “National Negro History” week back
in 1926, sponsored by the Association for the Study of African American
Life and History, an organization dedicated to researching and promoting
achievements by Black Americans and other people of African descent,
choosing the second week of February to celebrate.
This has inspired schools and communities nationwide to organize
local celebrations, establish history clubs and host performances or lectures.
By the late 1960s, in part to the civil rights movement and the growing awareness of black identity, Negro History Week evolved into Black
History Month on many college campuses.
Today many colleges have provided grants to African American students who need the ﬁnancial aid to get the higher education.
Black History Month was ofﬁcially recognized in 1976 by President
Gerald Ford, who called upon the public to, “seize the opportunity to
honor the too often neglected accomplishments of Black Americans in
every area of endeavor throughout our history.” (www.history.com)
Every year since 1976, there has been a speciﬁc theme endorsed
throughout the month. The theme for Black History Month 2018 is “African Americans in Times of War.” This marks the 100th anniversary of
WWΙ ending and honors the roles that Black Americans played in warfare from the American Revolution to present day.
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What do you know about
St. Patrick’s Day?
Marissa Grundvig
Editor in Chief

There are a few holidays locally celebrated that seem completely random. For instance, St. Patrick’s Day. The average high schooler’s knowledge of the event is typically based on the parties held in preschool with
the color green, leprechauns, and something to do with Ireland. However,
there is more to the holiday than meets the eye here in the United States.
The holiday is actually celebrated in various countries around the
world, but originated in Ireland. With festivals and parades held to
commemorate the day, celebrations are a big deal in the holiday’s root
country. They are somewhat religious when compared to our Easter and
Christmas celebrations as they are all Christian holidays, (theholidayspot.
com).
“St. Patrick’s Day celebrates the Roman Catholic feast day of the
patron saint of Ireland,” (gpb.org). March 17, the day of the holiday, was
supposedly the day he died in the year 461. It turns out, St. Patrick wasn’t
born Irish. He was born with the name Maewyn in Roman Britain. He
came to Ireland as a kidnapped slave. He later escaped slavery, converted
to Christianity and returned to Ireland as a missionary. Although he was
named Ireland’s patron saint after his death, celebrations for the day
started with Irish soldiers in the Revolutionary war, well over a thousand
years later.
There are several myths concerning the leprechauns and the color
green. One says the color green made people invisible to pinching leprechauns.
St. Patrick’s day seems random at ﬁrst look with all of the strange
things going on. Some parts make more sense after taking a step back,
while others still seem silly. If nothing else, the holiday is a fun excuse to
wear green and pinch friends who forgot.
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Should teachers share their
Intro to Introverts
Brittany Michaelis
political opinions
in class?
Staff Writer
Emily Boone
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Staff Writer

Is it really necessary to listen to opinions rather than facts in classes that
shouldn’t even be about politics? In today’s world, some may argue that we
need to educate our students about the real world, but propaganda is not the
way to go. Although government is taught in classes such as history and civics, some say that other teachers throughout the school openly discuss topics
in their point of view. Opinionated views on hot topics should be avoided, and
facts should be studied to keep a clean view on things.
Even in classes where it is prudent to teach about law and rule, teachers
need to be careful that they give merely facts and both parts to any argument.
Whether students have to learn about a democracy, a republic, monarchy or
dictatorship, it is best to present both sides when teaching about any subject.
According to www.thesunchronicle.com, “Discussions over controversial issues
within high school classrooms can be tricky. Teachers want to stimulate students to discuss ‘hot button’ topics but can find themselves walking a fine line.”
Arguments over plural marriage or issues with the president should be left to
the student’s point of view. In classes that teach about law or history, it’s simply
a better idea to give facts.
In other varied classes besides civics, it has been known that some teachers
relate topics to politics. Sometimes instructors will use general blanket statements or other opinionated statements to create feelings toward a subject such
as police brutality or other scenarios. In the cases where it is necessary to talk
about politics in classes other than civics, it should be evident to not provoke
others by using personal opinions.
As it is known worldwide, political cartoons sometimes hide messages in
the illustrations that censure and target people through the use of propaganda.
Here in Stansbury High School, there are a few select classes known to many
that have political cartoons hanging in their room for all students to see, which
are deeply unnerving to me.
Students should learn about civics, politics, and government, but they need
to learn about it in an objective manner. Teachers probably shouldn’t speak in a
biased manner, as it deeply influences minors. Unless it is made known to the
class that what they are talking about is their own opinion, it is only prudent to
teach the information as a textbook or ratified reference would suggest. Instead
of propaganda and bent truth, any teacher in any class should speak with facts
and leave their personal opinions at home.

How can you help the homeless?
Michal Broadhead
staff writer

There are unlimited ways you can help the homeless in Salt Lake City either
by yourself or with friends or family. Salt Lake City has a very big homeless
population so there are many ways to donate and contribute to homeless shelters
and other organizations.
You can always donate to the foodbank anytime you wish. If you donate you
can donate food, money, or even your time and volunteer. Salt Lake’s homeless
shelter at 210 S Rio Grande St, is also always open to donations and volunteer
work.
Helping these people with food, clothes, and hygiene items can make a world
of difference for them. Giving those warm clothes for winter and water for summer can do so much.
If you want to donate money there are many organizations you can donate to,
like HOST where 100% of donations go to the Pamela J. Atkinson foundation
and are dispersed to local homeless services providers. To help homeless connect with social services and resources.
It’s really not that hard to help these people. You don’t even have to volunteer
long. They are struggling and just need a little help which we are capable of
giving. If you can’t donate money or food, at least acknowledge them when you
see them on the streets. They are people too and they at least deserve that much.

Suicide Isn’t the Answer
Emily Boone
Staff writer

Many people struggle with not loving themselves and fight to be loved
by others. I know numerous people in my life that have the hardships of
obesity, financial status, self-hate or hopelessness, and the temptation of
suicide lurks in the corner of their minds. I have relatives and people that
I know live in dark stagnant waters. They don’t seek help, but perhaps
they don’t realize that help brings such good feelings. You can start by
making goals for yourself, such as trying to eat better, trying to find better friends, or by trying to find the good in life.
Sometimes the best thing you can do for those who have these tendencies is to be their friend, because feeling alone is one of the most
helpless feelings one can have. People shouldn’t be ashamed if they feel
sad or depressed, but they should know that they need to seek immediate
help. For those who are struggling emotionally, I implore you, stop tearing your life to shreds and seek help. Suicide will never end the possibility of anything getting worse; it purely eliminates the chance of anything
getting better. Suicide isn’t the answer

Many people believe introversion is something that needs to be fixed. It’s
not. Widely misunderstood to mean shy or withdrawn, introversion is actually a
genetic predisposition to turn inward for meaning and purpose.
Unfortunately, presumptions about introversion have led to a hugely misinformed populace. Contrary to popular opinion, introverts have the potential to
be as social and outgoing as extrovert, they simply don’t get the same payoff.
Psychologytoday.com describes it as such: “many introverts socialize easily;
they just strongly prefer not to,” and “are drained by social encounters.” Introverts “recharge,” so to speak, when alone. For example, a teenage introvert
might be incredibly social at school, but will need some time solitarily before
hanging out after school.
The terms introversion and extroversion were coined by Carl Gustav Jung,
a Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst. According to Jung, an introvert “prefers
reflection to activity” and is often seen by extroverts as “egotistical, dull, and
self-centered,” while an extrovert is “motivated by outside factors and greatly
influenced by the environment,” and is seen by introverts as “superficial and
insincere.”
Due to the pervasive misinformation on the subject, introverts are often
asked if they could just “become extroverted.” The simple answer is no. Dr.
Marti Olsen Laney explains that “introverts are (mostly) born that way,” because, “The degree to which you are introverted or extroverted is influenced by
genetics.” Introversion is inborn.
Nothing is wrong with introverts. Introverts don’t need “fixing,” and there
is no reason for any introvert to feel they do.
psychologytoday.com, philosophy.lander.edu, introvertdear.com

Should men still act on
chivalrous traditions?
Emily Boone
Staff writer

Countless traditions have been lost over the decades, whether it be holding the
door or pulling out her chair. Some might say that we must show love through
actions rather than words, and that today’s society is losing grip on the culture
we once had. Should some types of chivalry be brought back?
Others may argue against men doing what seems like unnecessary effort,
but these acts of kindness should be taken as gestures of affection. Some of the
practices that men used to do are being lost more and more over time, such as
asking the women’s father for her hand in marriage or simple things such as carrying her bags.
In the olden days, men held open doors so the lady could hold the trim of
her dress above the ground. Today, many women don’t wear dresses often, but
holding a door open is still a good way to show courtesy and civility.
In other cases, men would stand outermost to the road when walking down
a sidewalk to prevent puddles from splashing on their ladies, or given the inclination to lead her with his hand forward when holding hands to show his love.
A few months ago, I had a little taste of chivalry. I left the table to get a
drink of water, and when I came back my friend was standing up with my chair
held out for me. That little service made my day, and it seemed doleful that
traditions such as simply pulling out chair are being lost in the neutrality that
society tends to strive towards.
You don’t even have to know someone to show best manners. Two people
don’t have to be in a relationship for a man to show his dignity; his actions
should be cordial. A few young men in Stansbury High School hold the doors
open for busloads of students every morning, and there’s a good chance that the
young men don’t know most the people who go through the doors.
When you respect others, you also gain their respect for you. Although
some people believe that men shouldn’t ever have to do anything they don’t
want to, chivalrous deeds have always been ways to show others that they care.
Besides showing love or respect for someone, courtesy is not easily forgotten.
Whether it may be holding open the door or sitting after she sits, simple displays
of affection shouldn’t be bound in the past.
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Paving a path to the future
Brittany Michaelis
Staff Writer

to spend family time outdoors
when it’s not too cold.
At work, Mrs. Quarez
is incredibly passionate. When
asked why she chose to become a
counselor, she said counseling has
“always been in my nature,” and
“I want to help people who are
hurting.” She expressed frustration
over the system the school employs that increases the secretarial
work she needs to do and detracts
from the time she can spend helping Stansbury High School’s teens.
She went on to describe how she
felt about addictions to electronic
devices. She said, “I feel very
strongly that the amount of time
Who chases her goals, but
spent on electronics is detrimental
never leaves her heart behind?
to mental health.” She feels that
Our very own Mrs. Quarez! Mrs.
many students don’t realize just
Quarez is one of Stansbury High
School’s many amazing counselors how much their time online affects
who spend day in and day out help- them.
Through her work helping
ing angst ridden teens with their
teens survive some of the most
school schedules, mental health,
mentally difficult years of their
and everything in between.
lives, Mrs. Quarez has gained a
Mrs. Quarez and her kids
perspective on high school life that
journeyed from Las Vegas to our
we would be remiss to ignore. Of
modest high school to fulfill her
all the advice she could give, she
career dreams and to marry her
says she’d like us “to understand,
husband Coach Randy Quarez. In
Las Vegas, counselors had to have it’s okay to fail.” Daily, she sees
students paralyzed by a fear of
some prior teaching experience,
failing and she’d like to tell Stansbut “Here,” she says “you can get
bury High Schools many students
a job as a counselor right away.”
For this reason, she jumped on the that “what you’re feeling now isn’t
forever.” When we fall down, we
chance to move to Utah.
When she’s not shaping our can pick ourselves up again. We
have the strength to keep going,
futures, Mrs. Quarez enjoys reading, hiking, and spending time with and if we can’t find that strength
ourselves, Mrs. Quarez will be
her family, which includes five
kids, a cat named Caramel, and her there to help.
husband. The Quarez family loves
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More than she appears
Allison Bench
Staff Writer

Each of our four counselors here at SHS helps students
in so many ways. Whether there
is a need for a schedule change
or a friend they are around to
help. Mrs. Kellmer (specifically
over students with last names
RO through Z) particularly likes
scheduling and helping students
plan career paths.
Kellmer was born in Oregon, but doesn’t consider herself
from there or even Michigan
where she lived until age eleven.
She considers herself from Maryland where she graduated from
high school. She first came to
Utah to attend college at BYU,
but moved several places before
returning to open a 5 Buck Pizza
Franchise in Syracuse. After living there for thirteen years, she
and her family moved to Stansbury Park for her new job here at
SHS.

After college she substituted for a while, and then she decided to choose between becoming a
high school counselor or a teacher.
In the end, she went with counselor
so she could help students one on
one to plan their futures.
She has several exciting
hobbies, though she admits, she
had to give up most as her time became more restricted when returning to college. “I love to read, I like
to read teen novels. I feel like I’m
connected to the teens that way. I
like to go skiing. I like to garden.
I like sewing. I also like cooking,
but I hate doing the dishes. I will
cook whatever you want as long as
I don’t have to do the dishes.”
Considering counseling
came for Kellmer mostly because it
fit well with her kid’s schedules. As
the oldest of nine, she loves having
a large family and focuses a lot on
them. She now has six kids of her
own.
Her advice to the students
of SHS: “It’s okay to fail. You can
pick yourself back up and really
you can recover from any downturn in your life. You just have to
do so. Don’t give up.”
Mrs. Kellmer is friendly
and easy to talk with. Don’t be
afraid to pay her a visit in the counseling office.

Bleazaraptor: A life of Dance

A dancer, a teacher, and… a rock
star? When asked, if you could
do any job other than a teacher,
anything at al http://westchesterballroom.com/event/latin-wcswing-2017-02/2017-04-17/ l,
what would it be? Mrs. Bleazard
answered “I would be a rock star!”
Mrs. Allison Bleazard is the Theatre dance, Social Dance 1 and 2,
Precision Ballroom Team (SHS),

Yoga Intermediate Ballroom, and
the Dance Fitness teacher here at
Stansbury High School. She teaches most of these classes all year
round, with dance fitness, Social
dance 1 & 2, and Yoga as Semester
classes. When you take her classes,
expect a “…hard working teacher
that pushes your abilities,” says
Jensen Otteson, a 10th grader who
is on the ballroom team.
“She can be scary sometimes, but she will laugh afterwards,” says Shauna Graves, an
11th grader on the ballroom team.
Zach Sizemore, a junior,
says that she has, “…great ambition and is determined to succeed.”
Zach has five classes with her this
year which allows him to know
“Bleazaraptor” the best.
After living in many states,
such as, Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Florida, Tennessee, Nevada,

Brandon Hadlock
Staff editor
and Utah, she says that she enjoyed the heat in Nevada the best.
Mrs. Bleazard has been dancing for 37 years and just loves the
way”…I can tell a story through
dance.” Through her years of
experience, she has danced for
many professional companies.
Those companies include MGM
Grand EFX (6 years), Dick Foster
production (1 contract), MGM
Grand Adventures Theme Park (1
summer), and 1 night gigs at Legend in Concert in Las Vegas, NV.
On the back mirror in her
room she has this saying: “The
brick wall is hard, this is challenging.” This shows the type of
person she is. Jerdyn Akeripa,
one of her theatre dance students,
says, “There is never any negativity in her room. There aren’t any
‘I can’ts,’ it’s always ‘I can/will
learn it’”.

Mrs. Bleazard has been married for 20 years to a retired Minor
League Baseball Pitcher who is now
a deputy for Tooele County. Mr.
Bleazard (not the Spanish teacher at
SHS) is also the pitching coach for
the SHS baseball team. They have
one son who is an “…avid snowboarder and baseball player, and is
also excited to take [Mrs. Bleazard’s] Social Dance 1 class next
year.” Mrs. Bleazard’s family also
enjoys the outdoors and their two
dogs, Jovi and Maddux.
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Movies
Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Marissa Grundvig
Editor-in-Chief

starwars.com

Fans have eagerly awaited the second installment of the latest Star Wars trilogy from the
moment the Force Awakens ended. Now they
must wait an additional two years for the ninth
and ﬁnal movie in the Star Wars sequel trilogy.
The Last Jedi ﬁt in well as the middle movie. First and last movies are considerably easier
to create in an entertaining way, but the one that
sits between often proves more difﬁcult. Not to
mention, this is Star Wars where the expectations are highest.
All of the fan favorite characters are back,
but this time with a few new additions. One
thing that sets this movie apart is the amount of
women in leadership positions.
The varieties of special effects are all well
done and believable.
The director switches from J.J. Abrams
(The Force Awakens) to Rian Johnson (The
Last Jedi) and does not ﬂow without an obvious
impact to the story line. Johnson’s vision gives
disappointing responses to questions proposed
in Abrams’ vision. Johnson turns The Last
Jedi’s focus to play around more with the romance aspect of the characters instead. Abrams
will direct Episode 9 and most likely turn the
series back around to his vision begun in The
Force Awakens.
Although I didn’t agree with every decision
made in The Last Jedi, I found the movie attention keeping and overall enjoyable. I would rate
this movie four out of ﬁve horseshoes.

Stallion
Horseshoe
Ratings

create.wonder.movie

Wonder
Rebecca Nemati Lialmani
Staff Writer

The best thing about being a child is the
ability to have an imagination - to wonder. The
feeling comes from not having any responsibility and being able to easily disregard the views
of society. It allows children to have a different,
optimistic perspective towards the world. Based
on a book written by R.J Palacio and directed by
Stephen Chbosky, Wonder brings the story of a
young boy with Treacher Collins Syndrome to
life.
Athough August Pullman or “Auggie” is
born with some differences in his DNA which
cause his face to vary from its “normal” look, he
is the same as any 10-year-old child on the inside
with the same emotions. He loves to play with
dinosaurs, hang out with friends, and do all the
things a 10 year old loves to do. Auggie feels his
world is perfect until his parents decide to send
him to Beecher Prep to start middle school. He is
disheartened, knowing he won’t ﬁt in. However,
once he overcomes the initial shock, he immediately makes both friends and enemies.
Over the course of the school year, Auggie
faces many challenges. As he learns to live in the
“outside” world, the other children learn valualbe lessons they can only learn from someone
as special as Auggie..
Jacob Tremblay, who stars as August Pullman in movie, has an extensive talent and skill
set. The 11 year old boy truly moves the audience. His acting makes the experience personal
and increases the feel of pathos in the movie, although the events do move a little fast and can be
a bit hard to keep up with. His mother, played
by Julia Robets pulls at your heartstrings as she
faces both heartbreaks and triumphs with Auggie.
The movie is well directed and the major
events are covered; however, I found that some
of the missing parts from the book make it difﬁcult to understand the structure. The acting is
well rounded and the events that take place are
identical with the book as much as the important
details matters. Furthermore, there is a personal
touch to it all as well. I prefer the book over the
movie as it does not have the same emotional
impact. I give it 4 of 5 stars.
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Best Hip Hop artists
of 2017
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Book

Reviews

By Tatum Elliott
Staff Writer

2017 was a big year especially for
the music industry. For me music is a
big part of my life so I’m always trying to ﬁnd new artists and new songs
to jam out to. I’ll be sharing my top
ten artists that I thought did the best
in 2017.
The Weeknd–sadly he did not
produce an album this year but he was
featured in many songs. My favorite
one he featured in was “A lie” by the
artist French Montana featuring The
Weeknd.
Drake made a new album this
year called More Life, which has 22
tracks on it; my favorite was “No
Long Talk” featuring the artist Giggs.
Kendrick Lamar had the internet
excited about his new album, DAMN.
My favorite song from this album is
“XXX”.
Post Malone had one of the
hottest songs in 2017. Hitting number one on Billboard hot 100 for ten
weeks “Rockstar” featuring 21 savage.
Migos–this group came out with
their album Culture; my favorite
song from their album is “Get Right
Witcha”.
Russ came out with his ﬁrst
album, There’s Really A Wolf, which
really blew people away with its crazy

beats. My favorite song is “Cherry
Hill”.
Tyler the Creator got his fans very
excited for his new album, Flower
Boy. My favorite song on it was “See
you again” featuring Kali Uchis.
Jaden Smith surprised his fans
with his new album, Syre. Syre would
have to be my favorite album of the
year. My favorite song is “B” featuring his sister Willow Smith and Pia
Mia.
Daniel Caesar, who is a rising artist, came out with his album, Freudian. Daniel has been making music
for a while, but people are just starting
to notice him. My favorite song from
this album is “Get you” featuring Kali
Uchis.
My last ﬁnal artist is 6LACK
which is pronounced as the color
black. He came out with album, Free
6lack. My favorite from the album is
“Luving u”.
My love for music will never
change. I love being able to see the
different diversity in each artist, and
what type of music they’re able to
produce because they’re all different
and bring something new to the table
of Hip Hop. I’m excited to see the
new songs and artists in 2018!

The
M O S T
outstanding
breakfast food

Magnus Chase
Kayla Hulse
Staff Writer

Norse mythology, real world situations, deadly encounters and relatable
characters – does any of that get your
attention? Then you should check out
Magnus Chase. It’s an epic book with
chilling sequels and an award winning
author. With genres of fantasy ﬁction,
Norse mythology and young adult
ﬁction Magnus Chase draws in old
readers and new alike.
Author Rick Riordan ﬁrst released
Magnus Chase on October 6, 2015,
published by Disney Hyperion. I
was ecstatic myself after having read
Riordan’s other children’s mythology
series Percy Jackson and the Olympians.
Magnus Chase and the Gods
of Asgard: Sword of Summer is an
amazing book in a trilogy or as a
standalone book. In 2015 it won the
Goodreads Choice Award for Middle
Grade & Children’s Books. This
award just furthers my point.
Magnus Chase, the series protagonist, is a 16 year old homeless orphan
living on the streets of Boston. His
is a demigod, a son of Frey, who can
hardly speak without using sarcasm.
Blitz’s real name is Blitzen, he’s
Magnus’s grumpy friend. He’s an
expert on clothing, son of Freya and
homeless on Boston’s streets.

Bella Colovich
Staff Writer
simplyrecipes.com

A choir of angels harmonizes
“hallelujah” as your taste buds dance
the Macarena. Okay, not literally,
but that’s exactly how mouths feel
after tasting Eggs in the City’s: Eggs
Benedict.
Travelling to the heart of Salt
Lake City, discover a tiny restaurant at
1675 E and 1300 S nestled beneath a
canopy of trees. Inside the atmosphere
warmly greets, feeling like an embrace
from a comforting mother. Servers
buzz left and right with towering
trays of food while shooting pleasant
smiles. The overcrowded space appears hectic, yes, but the breakfast that
critics rave about irks curiosity.
Customers experience a temporary
wait in order to get a table or booth.
Although there is an option for outside
seating, the bar placed in front of the
open kitchen is the best seat in the

house, due to the view of the chef
ﬂaunting his skills as his hands
maneuver gracefully.

Several mouthwatering delights
exist on the menu. Even though there
are descriptions for chef favorites like
Wild Card Omelet, Mama Burrito and
the variety of crepes, nothing compares to Eggs Benedict.
There is, of course, another wait
as the meal is prepared. However, this
gives customers the window of opportunity for conversations with whoever
accompanied them.
Finally! The dish takes its rightful place in front of you. Piping hot
poached eggs sit on top of bacon
and a toasted English mufﬁn. To top
it all off, creamy hollandaise sauce
is drizzled over the eggs. The dish
consists of complimenting ﬂavors and
textures are equally balanced. Everything about this breakfast tastes as if
it were crafted by heaven above. Eggs
Benedict is truly the best breakfast
food to grace mouths and it deserves
ﬁve stars out of ﬁve stars.

Hearthstone is the third part of
the guys’ trio, he’s deaf and also lives
on the streets of Boston. He is a light
elf from Alfheim experienced in spell
casting with a silent, but deadly personality.
Samriah aka Sam is an Arab
American Valkyrie that always seems
to have something to prove. She, like
Magnus, is a demigod, but her godly
parent is Loki.
Magnus’s uncle tells him he is the
son of a Norse god. Soon after this
reveal, he ﬁnds himself a permeant
resident of Hotel Valhalla. In order to
stop Ragnarok and discover the mysteries of his past, he and his friends
must embark on an epic adventure.
Overall, Magnus Chase and the
Gods of Asgard: Sword of Summer is
an exciting fast paced book. It is ﬁlled
to the brim with sarcastic comments
from Magnus, relatable moments with
the characters, action for all those
involved, some plot twists, and ﬂuent
variety between the obstacles and
characters.
I rate Magnus Chase and the Gods
of Asgard: Sword of Summer 4 ½
horseshoes out of ﬁve, for the unique
characters and the epically inspired
plotline.
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Students
bundle up

Around The School

Buddy up in
book club
Alessi Lomeli
Staff Writer

Calling all book enthusiasts! Have you been
struggling to find someone that shares the same
passion for books as you? Do you wish there was a
place where you could just read, chill, eat, and chat?
Look no further, there is such a place here at our
very own Stansbury High School.
Once a month, usually on a Tuesday, Book
Club members gather at the library after school.
Once there, books are discussed and lots of food is
eaten. On special occasions like Christmas, a white
elephant gift exchange is done and various books
get new homes.
Books that have been read so far include: Murder on the Orient Express, Challenger Deep, and
Kalahari. The books read at Book Club are chosen
by the members and are usually good fiction. In addition to reading some fantastic books, everyone in
book club gets a free copy of the books being read!
Book club is directed by a committee composed
of Anna Berry, Kate Schmidt, and Nathan Poulson.
If you have any questions, ask Mrs. Wilson, the
librarian and club advisor.
There are no requirements to join and remember, “Book club is really fun,” says Mrs. Wilson.
“We do a lot of eating and we talk about books and
you get to be around other people that love books.
Plus you get free books if you’re in Book Club.
Everybody should join.”

New Driver Scares
Haley Anderson
Staff Writer

Kayla Hulse
Staff Writer

The five minute bell rings, as students move
from their friends’ side and head for their first
period. A covered figure makes them double take
spotting a fellow student is wearing a blanket
around school.
Student blanket wearing seems to have increased as the school year has progressed. Why do
students wear blankets? This is a common question
for those who see them.
“I’ve seen students wear blankets around
school,” Megan Madsen, a non-blanket wearing
freshman said in an interview.
Natalie, a basketball player thinks they wear
them because, “It’s like fuzzy and comfortable.”
Madsen believes that they wear them because
“They’re really cold around the school or just trying
to get people’s attention.” This may not be true for
all or any blanket wearers
Brequelle, an avid blanket wearer, wears her
blanket because, “It’s warm.”
Aliyah Wiggins, a senior wears her blanket
because, “It’s my favorite blanket and I just decided
to bring it with me today.”
The only comments Wiggins received on her
blanket was friends saying how they should do the
same thing.
Natalie added why they don’t just wear jackets,
“I absolutely have no idea, which is why I do not
wear one.” When it’s colder, Wiggins brings both a
jacket and blanket to keep warm and comfortable.
Not all blanket wearers wear their blankets
every day. Wiggins said this when being asked how
often she wears her blanket, “Not usually, um, if I
feel like I really want to be more comfortable with
myself then yes, I’ll wear it.”
Most teachers seem to have no problems with
their students wearing blankets and some teachers
haven’t ever even had a student wear a blanket in
their classrooms.
Both Wiggins and Madsen agree that parts of
the school are cold. “Some classes in our school
are cold, only some of them,” according to Madsen.
“I do believe that sometimes the classes get a little
cold,” Wiggins said.
For what it seems, students do wear blankets for
a variety of reasons; the main reason being to stay
warm.
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Pajamas In Class
Haley Anderson
Staff writer

We’ve all heard the quote, “Dress for the job
you want, not the job you have.” It’s no secret that
students at SHS probably have come to school in
their pajamas on one occasion or another. I don’t
blame them. They’re comfortable, warm, and they
aren’t jeans. But does the way we dress determine
how successful we are?
In the work force, you never see a successful
business person in anything except a suit. They
dress like that because it makes them look and feel
important. Do we not think of ourselves as important at SHS?
“A school district in Florida and a school in
Vermont now both forbid kids from wearing pajamas. “If you come to school like you’re going to go
to bed, it says a lot about your lack of motivation,”
David Beriau, dean of students, told the Journal. “It
creates an atmosphere where people feel like, ‘The
next thing I’m going to do is slouch. And why not
nod off?”
I asked Mrs. Quarez what she thought, and she
said, “Yes I do think that the way we dress affects
our behavior. It’s ok if we lounge around in our
Pajamas every once in a while, but not every day. If
you wore Pajamas every day you will probably get
depressed after a while.” She also isn’t opposed to
getting school uniforms.
A fellow student in my ASL class says she
wears pajamas if she has too but she would never
plan on wearing them to school on purpose.
If you aren’t even motivated enough to get
dressed in the morning, then how are you going to
be motivated enough to make it through the school
day, or motivate yourself to get a job, or a car?

We want Stansbury Park to be a safe place when
it comes to the drivers here, but it isn’t always the
case. There are students at SHS that do not drive
safe, from speeding, to students riding in the trunk.
Just last week someone did “donuts” in the school
parking lot and hit Mrs. Jones car! We’ve seen it all.
But how do we stop it?
According to geico.com there are seven habits
you need to change today:
1. Using your mobile phone while driving
2. Driving with headphones on
3. Tailgating
4. Changing Lanes Without Signaling
5. Speeding
6. Not Having Your Headlights On
7. Not Wearing a Seatbelt
If you do any of these 7 things, it’s about time
to change your bad habits.
According to asirt.org, “Over 37,000 people die
in road crashes each year, an additional 2.35 million
are injured or disabled and over 1,600 children, less
than 15 years of age die each year. Nearly 8,000
people are killed in crashes involving drivers ages
16-20.”
No one wants to get in a car crash. You might
say you think you’re a pretty good driver, but you
can’t rely on your “awesome driving skills.” The
best way to avoid a crash and be safe is to pay attention and follow the rules.
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Spring Break Activities
Emily Boone
Staff Writer

As reluctant as some of us seem to admit, it’s
apparent that Spring Break can get a little boring. Since it’s too cold to bask in the sunlight, and
too warm to build a snowman, some of us retreat
indoors to the safety of our blankets and online
devices.
Here in Utah, the temperature seems to torture
us, but we can’t let that get in our way. According to
www.currentresults.com, Utah has an average of 56
degrees around Spring Break. There are still things
you can do outside – it just requires the companionship of a light jacket and long pants. Apart from
hunting for Easter eggs in the back yard, Spring
Break is in the part of the year where hundreds of
flowers are in bloom. Instead of finishing the fourth
season of that boring TV show you may be glued to,
catch a ride and go to temple square in Salt Lake
to see the vast greenery and view of the LDS
temple.
If you’re in the mood and you have a ride, there
are countless hiking trails and beautiful destinations you can reach just 40 minutes away from
Tooele County. Cottonwood Canyon is full of
alluring greenery, streams and waterfalls – which
never fail to disappoint. One hiking route that is
essential for nature lovers is the trail to Doughnut
Falls. Instead of sitting on a couch – you could

be hiking over streams and walking by rivers, and
eventually reach a cave whose carpet is crystal clear
water, which is fed by a sparking waterfall.
The journey to Deseret Peak is full of different
sites such as Aspen fields and meadows of wildflowers, and you can reach the beautiful trail simply by
driving up South Willow Canyon. The strenuous
hike will not only leave you with a breathtaking
view, but with a good workout as well.
Since some of us are attached to social media,
what better way to invite others to experience the
joy of outdoors than to have our own photoshoot?
Either at Black Rock or on Antelope Island, the
fiery sunsets are ravishing just the same. Black rock,
which is close to Salt Air, is somewhere you can
climb, which results in a stunning red and orange
view from high up. A good time for silhouette pictures is near the end of the day, the Great Salt Lake
is a perfect place to capture your memories with
your family or friends.
Your life can be more than the seven inch screen
in front of you. Get outdoors, spend time with your
family, explore the canyons behind the railroad
tracks, and get a little bit more active! Spring break
is the time where you can take a well needed rest
from the school year and do the things you couldn’t
have done earlier. Turn off that device, lace up those
tennis shoes, and go on an adventure.
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Michal Broadhead
Staff Writer

For the month of January our Hope Squad worked
on ways to spread hope across the school. The class
gathered and tried to come up with a way to make the
school brighter and not so gloomy.
Tori, one of Hope Squad’s members, suggested
that they hang up a big sun, since it is winter and we
don’t get to see the sun often this time of the year. The
class was so excited when, another member, Alex,
said we should have kids write what their why is.
The project became “what is your why?” as in
why are you here? Why are you still going? What is
your reason for staying? The Hope Squad did this so
kids would remember that they are here for a reason
and should use that reason to continue living.
During lunch Tori, who was made head of the
project, and Hope Squad members sat by the big sun
in the hallway and asked kids what their why was and
asked them to write in down on a sticky note. They
placed the notes around the sun like rays of sunshine.
However, that is not all Hope Squad did. Because
they wanted to show appreciation to our school teams,
they decided to make baskets of hope and deliver
them to their ballroom team and cheerleaders, hoping
the teams would spread the love.
The Hope Squad is also making a Hope Video for
a competition between Hope Squads of other schools.
The video will show what the Hope Squad is and why
they are in schools.
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Happy Valentine’s Day from SHS Hope Squad

Getting Over
High School Heartbreak
Avery Clark
Staff Writer

Whether they last a few days, or several years,
most high school relationships, sadly, end. Sometimes
the breakup is hard, and then it’s even harder to get
over and accept them. Everyone gets over them in different ways, but I would like to help you move on to
be a fantastic “you”. In that case, here is a list of what
I hope are helpful tips on getting over your ex, and
how to be your best single self.
Surround Yourself with Friends and Family
You can’t ever be too sad when spending time
with those you love, so why not do just that? When
you are still sad after a breakup, it’s easy to want to be
alone, but when you put yourself out there and allow
people to hang out with you, you don’t have enough
time to be sad. It’s common to feel lonely or “empty”
after a breakup, so spend time with your friends to
combat those feelings. Even if no friends are available, I’m sure Aunt Kathy would love spending time
with you.
Calm Down, and Limit Stressers
Breakups are stressful, and your body knows it.
When stressed, you secrete more cortisol as a natural
response, but too much ends up weakening your immune system, making you more susceptible to sickness, and making you stay sick longer (Buzzfeed). So,
make sure to relax, keep calm, and try not to overthink things.
Get Some Exercise
When going through a breakup, or even a simple
fight with your significant other, your inflammation
levels rise throughout your body. A constant rise in
inflammation levels, according to Deborah Kotz of
U.S. News, can cause side-effects such as red, swollen
and warm skin, joint pain, joint stiffness, loss of joint
function, fever, chills, fatigue, headaches, loss of appetite, and muscle stiffness. Sounds pretty bad, right?
But consider this: exercise reduces inflammation! It
also releases endorphins, AKA “the happy hormone”,
which will be needed in times of depression. Exercise,
according to the Mayo Clinic Staff, also increases
your self-esteem, controls weight, combats disease,
boosts energy, and promotes sleep. Exercise is not
only good when going through a breakup, but always.

It is important not to over exercise though, for it
can cause injury to muscles and joints, as well as
a weakened immune system, according to MunFitnessBlog. Also, according to Charlotte Andersen of Shape, it can cause too much weight loss,
excessive sleep, mood problems, over exhaustion,
and a larger appetite.
Fix Your Sleeping Habits
With raised levels of inflammation and cortisol, your body is going to really struggle. Already,
side-effects of both are fatigue and insomnia.
Also, the increase in moodiness and depression
will affect your sleeping habits. After a breakup,
you will experience much less sleep than normal,
which can cause many life changes. According
to allsleep, you could experience mood changes,
“groggy” feelings throughout the day, and slowed
reflexes. If you constantly lack sleep, healthline
states you will begin to experience high blood
pressure, increased risk of heart attack and stroke,
obesity, psychiatric problems, and, poor quality
of life. Luckily, there are things you can do to fix
your sleep schedule. The first thing you should do
is review your sleeping needs. You will have to go
over how much, or how little sleep you need, as
well as what sleep tactics you currently have and
how well they work. Avoid stimulants and depressants throughout the day, have a dark room at
night and light room during the day, and eat three
well-rounded meals a day. You should also leave
technology alone one to two hours before bed,
however hard it may be.
Basically, Don’t Forget to Take Care of
Yourself
Breakups are extremely difficult things to go
through, but you cannot just sit in your room and
mope about them. You need to put your physical
and emotional needs first. Spend time with people
you love, limit stressful thoughts, and do what
your body needs most. Even though you may only
want to mope around and eat junk food, that is the
worst thing you could do. Keep yourself healthy,
and your breakup will seem like a distant memory.

Anxiety:
The Pain
Brittany Michaelis
Staff Writer

It begins simply enough with innocent thoughts,
thoughts that shouldn’t lead to the agony that will
soon follow. Unfortunately the connections the mind
makes are unpredictable. Musings on the day’s
plans can lead to reminders of days past, of responsibilities forgotten.
My chest tightens. That’s the first sign. In the
beginning I think I might be able to breathe through
it. In – Out – In – Out. The chill starts to set. It’s just
a tingle – just a smattering of goosebumps at first.
Then I notice the trickle falling from my eyes. One
tear is followed by another, and before I know it
it’s as if I’ve been pulled under water, freezing and
shaking and trying my hardest not to drown.
I lose track of my breathing, and at the same
time I lose track of myself.
I don’t know how long it’s been. I can’t hear
anything, can’t see anything, can’t feel ANYTHING
– anything but the fear. Everything is fading out. I
know I have to get myself under control before it’s
too late. Maybe it already is.
For minutes, or hours, or days, I struggle to
come out on top. I dredge up the last vestiges of
strength just to keep going, to keep working, to keep
functioning. The strength doesn’t last.
As I come back to the surface I feel sick, like
I’ve swallowed Pompeii. It’s as if the ash of that
decimated city is coating my tongue and throat and
has settled awkwardly in my stomach. The walls
of the city push, unrelenting against my chest. I’ve
inhaled a city of agony and it’s trying to get out. I’m
no longer drowning but this is nearly worse.
Hours later I’m still coughing up ash from
my water clogged lungs. It may take days for the
obstruction in my chest to fully clear. It may take
weeks. However; no matter how long it takes, I’ll
find the strength to keep going. I always do.
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Make it with Metal? Dangerous hobby?
Kayla Hulse
Staff Writer

Metallic Artwork is art created partly or
completely out of metal and has several forms
such as sculptures, paintings or in some cases
weapons.
Artists often get injured while putting these
creations together. Because all metallic artwork uses some form of welding or extreme
heating, specialized tools are required to make
each piece.
To create metal paintings, the metal is melted
down. Sometimes it’s mixed with normal
paints, and then the artist can either dump the
“paint” on the canvas or carefully paint it on
with spray guns or brushes.
Metal sculptures can be created in two ways.
One way is welding together pieces of metal,
which is more common and easier for staring
artists. The other way is melting off parts of a
large piece of metal which is more dangerous

because the molten metal that is coming apart
can burn them badly. With larger sculptures like
this, the creator has to climb on the object which
creates a new danger of falling and being burned
after falling. If they fall off the sculpture it will
most likely rock, possibly causing them to be
crushed by their own creation.
Knives and swords are some blades that can
be created by heating the metal so it can be flattened, folded and grinded to create the exquisite
shapes. This is the longest used type of metal
working; now days this is just used as a form of
art.
Artist creations come in a variety of sizes and
shapes. It starts with a golden ring, a Christmas tree ornament, then a delicate rose. More
advanced art will include wall sized paintings,
tables, and medieval style shields. Eventually
they can create things like lion statues, 10ft tall
dragons and statues that tower over single story
buildings.
A chemical mixture that prevents metal from
rusting is used to preserve the art, although some
people prefer to let the rust have an added effect
to their masterpiece. Some pieces are painted
after completion, while some are left as is.
Metals are dangerous to mess around with,
even with safety precautions. In order to keep
in good health, it may be a good idea to order a
specified creation instead of creating it yourself.
This type of art can be deadly without expert
help and advanced training.
Metallic artwork is a beautiful and dangerous
art. With the variety of the art and the uniqueness of each piece that draws the attention of
all types of people, these artists can be underrated. Metallic art is still an art and deserves our
acknowledgement of that fact.

How the sugar industry
tricked us all
Christrian Roberts
Staff Writer

I have a question for you: What makes up
a minimum of 60 percent of the human brain,
has been eaten for as long as humans have
eaten meat and been criminalized? The answer
is fat.
Although fat has been given a bad name
recently (compared to the entirety of human
existence), it plays a vital role in human survival. Despite this, we have let ourselves be
tricked by the industry that really causes the
problems, sugar. Although in this current day
and age we are starting to figure out that sugar
isn’t quite the best for us, we still have it in
our heads that fat causes obesity.
While it is true that an excess amount of fat
buildup in our bodies is bad we tend to think
that eating fat will cause fat to build up in our
bodies. This causes you to look for low to no
fat foods, even though in taking out fat we
also reduce the flavor of the food. To save the
product, companies will add sugar to try and
improve the flavor. Excess sugar that doesn’t
get processed quickly gets converted into fat.
It’s true that fat in excess can be harmful
to you, but just the right amount of it is very
beneficial to your health: Fat is used to store
energy for you when you don’t have any carbohydrates left.
•
Fat can store certain nutrients. This is

why when eating it you are supplied with energy
and some nutrients.
•
Fat also helps maintain your body’s core
temperature.
•
Fat helps you absorb vitamins A, D, E,
and K, the so-called fat-soluble vitamins.
•
Fat also fills your fat cells and insulates
your body to help keep you warm.
•
The fats your body gets from your food
give your body essential fatty acids called linoleic and linolenic acid.
These reasons help explain why fat is good for
you and how low or no fats are bad.
Sources: ehabchicago.org, chemistry.wustl.
edumins/vitamin, And medlineplus.gov
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Why I am vegetarian.
Avery Clark
Staff Writer

I have never met a person whose first
guess was not that I am a vegetarian because
animals die and I can’t handle it. Then, the
next would be that I am sick, or meat makes
me sick. Though these are the most common
guesses, neither is my reason.
Although uncommon in the vegetarian
community, I do not care if an animal is killed
for meat. I do believe meat is supposed to be a
part of the human diet. If it weren’t why would
our mouths hold sharp teeth, specifically meant
for the chewing of meats? I would be perfectly
fine with eating meat if every animal packaged
in stores were wild and hunted. Sadly though,
this is not the case. I do not eat animals because
of every event leading up to its death, not the
fact that it is dead.
Most animals brought up for meat are
kept in inhumane conditions. Such as pigs that
are kept in cages barely larger than themselves
next to thousands of their peers and because of
the large masses, almost none of the cages are
regularly cleaned. These animals are pumped
with chemicals to make their bodies larger than
they normally would be. They are constantly
forced to eat, making them so overweight that it
is nearly impossible to stand on their own legs.
Some of these animals, such as chickens and
farmed fish are simply bred so wrongly, that in
the normal world they would die instantly, as
they would not be able to walk or communicate, or even defecate properly.
Within those inhumane living conditions, according to PeTA and several documentary reporters, they are also inhumanely treated.
A lot of the breeders, feeders, and innkeepers
are not in the slightest concerned for the wellbeing of the creatures, not giving them proper
care, or even attention. Most of these animals
we breed for their meat are very social creatures, and when they are ignored even basic
intimacy, a lot of problems occur. Aside from
simply being ignored, these animals are commonly abused. Pigs who squeal too loudly are
prodded at and electrocuted with tazing sticks.
Chickens that do not produce enough eggs are
squeezed. Also, any animal that escapes its
cage is beaten.
When people first find out I am vegetarian, people often question me. The questionings
tend to go along the lines of why I am not “normal”, why I don’t follow the “natural human
code”, where I receive my protein, and how I
was able to pass away from “the delicious taste
of meat”. I don’t even grasp these comments,
because there are so many other foods, and
even meat alternatives that are just as good, or
better, than actual meat.
Some of my favorite things to eat
include vegan fish fillets, hot dogs and corn
dogs, and burgers. These are made of soy and
other bean products as well as tofu and tempeh.
I think, frankly, that most of the time they taste
better than the original. Also, I eat many normal things, such as many pasta dishes, potato
products (like mashed potatoes, hash browns,
and French fries), and many snacks, such as
trail mix, bell peppers, hostess cakes, and fruits.
For those of you curious as to “where I get
my protein”, take a look at that list once more.
Every one of those items (except for the hostess
cakes) has a healthy and sustainable amount of
protein for me to be healthy!
I have a normal diet, even as a vegetarian, and no, it is not hard to do. I eat what I
would like, and no, I do not “crave” meat.
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A comparison
Time for a new “you”
from a studentt
who has seen
both sides

Avery Clark
Staff Writer

So, it’s the beginning of 2018. This means there has been a constant
recitation of “new year new me” throughout the world, especially in social media. Though at times you find it annoying, you want to get in with
this crowd, and change something up a bit. The only thing holding you
back, is exactly how are you supposed to be a “new” you?
Katheryn Jeppesen
Staff Writer
First, there is an obvious thing you could do: get a new look! You
could start hitting the gym, but, ugh, that transition will take too long,
Tooele High School and Stansto get involved. New clubs spring
and you already have that as your New Year’s resolution. Therefore,
bury High School are known by
up all the time and there’s one for
you’ve got to take up to the next best thing – get some awesome new
the students to be rivals. Games
basically everyone. Film club,
hair!
against each other are always
photography club, comic club are
The most common route to take for some change is bangs. Get a side
largely attended, and often one
all things that don’t exist at Tooele,
swoop, a fringe, or maybe get some bangs that’s only purpose is for creschool will make fun of the other.
but Stansbury has them. It’s also
ating an awesome pompadour. Or, maybe, bangs aren’t your thing. That’s
Besides the rivalry and the prejueasier to interact with the school to
okay, because the next thing you could do is dye it. You could change
dices, there are more differences
get more school spirit at Stansbury,
your dark brown to a rusty blonde, your strawberry blonde to black; you
than meet the eye.
because they have social media and
could even turn your dark black hair into a rainbow. With dyes, the posStansbury is more closed off
regularly update it. At Tooele, the
sibilities are endless. Now, if you are deciding to become a “new you” by
at lunch. The lunchroom is an
best way to get information is to
switching up your hair, it doesn’t have to be so drastic. You can change
actual room, where students cram
know a lot of people and sign up
things up simply by cutting an inch or two more off the next time you get
themselves together in lines and
for emails, which usually go to the
your hair cut, by parting your hair in a new place, or even just getting a
at the tables. This is very different
parents anyway.
little trigger happy with the hairspray for a new style.
from the Tooele cafeteria. There,
Stansbury also has an easier way
Sometimes, yes, changing your wardrobe can be expensive, but there
it is open, the commons and the
of teaching. Tooele and Stansbury
are some inexpensive alternatives you can take. First, you could “asses
lunchroom are in the same area
might follow the same common
your existing wardrobe” and mix and match new outfits (LiveAbout,
and there’s no walls or dividers.
core, but the way it’s taught at
2017). Then, you could change up your look by simply layering your
At Tooele, the vending machines
Stansbury is much more informaclothing, and doing so in the style you would like. You could also DIY
are closed off during lunch, too.
tive.
old clothes you’re bored with, into new looks. You could cut up an old
Aside from the way the schools
Overall though, it’s mostly the
Tee into a muscle shirt with a frayed back. You could make yourself
are built, there are more differencsame, with a few differences and
some destressed jeans. You could even get your old jacket to look like an
es. At Stansbury, it is much easier
things to learn about either school.
abstract work using buttons, pins, patches, and patches. Then, if you have
no interest in changing your dress, you could accessorize. Adding a new
pair of shoes or a fancy wristwatch could completely enhance your look.
You could even accessorize your old accessories with some hot glue and
beads to create a retro new style.
You can also become a “new you” without having to change your external appearance. You can change up some aspects of your personality,
if that’s what you would like. You could accomplish this by working really hard at it, but I have found the easiest way to do this is by befriendJeremi Ybarra
ing those with the personality type you are looking to adopt. You don’t
Staff Writer
even have to “ditch” your old friends, because just incorporating these
Getting an “A” is not as hard as it seems. It’s not all about hard
new friends into your life will, unconsciously, give you some of their
work, or being right. “Before you can understand what it takes to get an
“A”, you need to know what it takes to get a “C” (SIUE). Getting a “C” traits.
With the New Year comes a pressure to change, but whether you do or
is important so you can know your mistakes and correct them.
not, you are still a great “you” and no one would like it any other way.
Receiving the letter grade “C” implies average work. This is
So, if it’s not your thing, don’t ever feel obliged to change. You feel free
work that is compliant with the assignment and meets the expectations
to be yourself, whoever that may be at the time.
of the assignment, but doesn’t go beyond that; most people fall into this
group. Those who genuinely exceed the expectations of the professor
can receive the letter grade “A” or “B”. Receiving a “B” shows you have
better knowledge of the subject, but when receiving the letter grade “B”
Brynn Lee Becker
Staff Writer
it’s better than average work, but it can still be better. You may still have
Your sable pen hovers over the wafer-thin paper as you deliberate what
some mistakes, but it contains all the components to be compliant with
words
to print. Your heart is preparing to pour out onto the page with red
the professor’s expectation.
“An ‘A’ is about taking ‘C’ level work and turning it into ‘B’ lev- and gold colors, but your brain propels you backwards. Thrusting your
pen to the parchment, you settle into your chair out of frustration.
el. Then take that work and show you can develop a correct and meanIf you are an author, you may have writer’s block when your imaginaingful way to answer.”(SIUE) You can do this by revising your work
tion refuses to cooperate. Whether you are writing poetry, short stories or
over and over until there are no errors. Work on grammar, punctuation,
a full on book, you know that dreadful feeling when your creativity has
critical thinking, developing ideas, and always double check your work.
run dry. However, Stansbury High School may have found the antidote to
Talk to your teachers; don’t be afraid to ask for help if you are having a
your writing dumps.
hard time understanding. These things will determine if you receive the
The new club “Authors and Articles” is here to save the day. The club
letter grade “A”.
president is Rylie Johnston, with vice president Brynn Lee Becker, and
You can ensure a better grade by following these guidelines.
Work with your teacher(s). Your teachers are your best source of learning Secretary Kayla Hulse. The club meets every Tuesday directly after
school in Mrs. Augustine’s room, 211.
something you don’t understand. Consider them your friends more than
When sitting down for an interview with the president, Rylie Johnston,
enemies, and it’ll be easier. Never skip class. When you skip class you’ll
she explained, “We talk on a variety of subjects such as short stories,
fall behind, and if you fall too far behind, it’ll be even harder to try to
and poetry – but our main focus is writing in general.” Johnston spoke
catch up. Lastly, take notes during class. Notes can be your best friends
proudly on her club, “This club is truly empowering – and in a way all
when you forget something, and they’re always there to rely on.
club members are writers so you feel everyone’s support and you know
A Study was done on Study.com asking students for tips on getting good grades. The three main tips: one, find something that motivates they all have a desire for you to succeed.”
The club is trademarked as being a safe space where writers can feel
you to do well. Set realistic goals you know you’ll achieve in time, and
free to share their work and not feel condemned. They give prompts in a
reward yourself when you meet those goals. Two, stay organized, befun and exciting way. The club plans to help students excel in their writcause being organized is an important component to academic success.
ing and bring out their inner J.K. Rowling.
Three, develop good study habit, and having good study habits will not
Calling all writers, creators, and originators; come join the Authors and
only help you throughout high school, but it will also lead into good
Articles club and spill your heart onto the paper with grace and ease.
study habits for college.
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LGBT+ Representation

A big thing that matters in the LGBT+ community is representation
in the media. Everyone wants to be able to read a book or watch tv and
see that there’s people just like them. This applies to all kinds of media,
films, books, music, and video games.
More often than not, authors manage to portray characters correctly
because they take so much time and research to make sure they don’t
send the wrong message or offend anyone because they have made a
mistake in characterization.
Hollywood tries hard to appeal to the young adult community; however, they tend to fall flat, trying too hard, and sometimes even come off
as offensive.
I’m not saying that Hollywood can’t create and cast LGBT+ characters; they haven’t been able to cast good characters without using some
sort of stereotype.
Many gay boys are belittled to the “gay best friend” trope which is
really demeaning, but not all gay men are feminine or wear pink. In all
honesty, this stereotype needs to end. This also extends to gay girls. All
lesbians have a buzzcut, facial piercings, tattoos and only wear leather,
right? Not even close! Some lesbians do have that style because they like
that, but a lot of lesbians are very feminine. Just because a girl likes other
girls doesn’t mean she has to cut her hair short and flaunt a leather jacket.
Trans people, transitioning or not, are never ever just going through
a phase. Trans people have times where they are in a distressed state
caused by conflict between their gender identity and the sex they have, or
were identified as having at birth, which is called gender dysphoria. The
film/television industry has rarely ever portrayed gender dysphoria correctly, if it’s even mentioned in general. There is still hope though – more
and more people are being educated and soon I’m sure more trans people
will be portrayed in the media.
Gay and trans people are in the media but they aren’t the only ones
in the community, and many other orientations are left out because they
don’t gain as much attention.
Bisexuals are attracted to two genders; pansexual individuals include
all genders on the spectrum. There are also people who have no sexual or
romantic attraction in general.
There is so much more to sexual orientations and gender identities
than gay or trans. More people need to be educated, or at least be aware,
that there’s a bigger community.

True Crime
Bella Becker
Staff Editor
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When it comes to Senior Year there are thousands of stressors like
grades, college, and life in general. Since these stresses weigh against us
for the whole year, it makes sense to want to let loose at the end of it – not
in some crazy illegal way, but in a super fun way with your closest friends
or family. It’s supposed to be a last hoorah with your pals before getting
together gets more difficult as life throws each of you around. That being
said, it can be difficult to find the perfect senior trip due to each of our financial situations. If you have a job, great! It’ll be easier to save a good chunk
of money. Don’t have a job? Well, that’s why there are tons of options out
there.
• Road Trip
o Price range: This highly depends on where you are traveling. For
instance, if you want to go to California it’s approximately 11 hours and 15
min. A.K.A 772.6 miles. That’s around $166.92 for a round trip. And that’s
just gas, not to mention motel pay and food costs.
o Pros: Everyday will be an adventure and you’ll be able to see so
many different things and learn a bunch of cool new stuff.
o Cons: It’s a lot of driving which can increase the probability of
getting into an accident. It’s also a lot of gas money and time in a confined
space. Probably not the best option if you get car sick easily.
• Caribbean cruise
o Price range: Around $1,699 to about $3,299 per person. The price
of course depends on destination, cruise line, and what room you’re in. This
doesn’t include food and extra activities you would want to do at wherever
the cruise would be stopping. Not to mention you would also need to purchase plane tickets – which range from $500 to $800 – or drive to wherever
the boat is docking.
o Pros: It would be tons of fun! You would have endless activities in
a semi controlled environment so if you aren’t sure about being completely
independent, this would be a good option. Plus, there’s a 24hr buffet on most
cruises – so bonus!
o Cons: It is quite pricey. It would also include going to various foreign countries so safety is a large factor. You could also get boat sick which
would completely and utterly ruin your vacation.
• Disneyworld/Universal studios
o Price range: Firstly, you would have to, once more, either purchase a
plane ticket (these range from $250 to $350) or drive all the way to Florida.
Secondly, the park tickets; when it comes to Disney World the ticket prices
are as follows (if you were to visit all the parks available in a span of 4 days)
$350 per person. That is not including hotel prices or food intake. At Universal studios there are two parks so the price range would be about $164 for a
four-day two park pass. Once again, this is without hotel and food expenses.
o Pros: There are a lot of things to do and to see and experience.
There’s a good mix of adventure and magic so it wouldn’t be boring. You
would also be a long way from home so this could serve as a good independence test.
o Cons: It’s a ton of money and there could be a lot of people there,
making the lines unbearable. You are a long way from home, so if problems
arise it could be extremely stressful.
The perfect senior trip depends on what you find most appealing and
works with your financial situation. There are, of course, more options out
there than the ones listed here, so be sure to look far and wide so you can
have the best last hoorah with your favorite people.
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Similar to Jack the Ripper, The
Axeman of New Orleans was a
serial killer that tormented New
Orleans and surrounding areas
from 1918 – 1919.
Although not many had seen
him, he was considered as a type
of boogey man, only killing his
victims at night. He struck his
victims with their own axes while
they slept. Husbands stayed up
protecting their family as the Axeman wreaked havoc upon the city
of New Orleans.
On May 23, 1918 the rampage

that New Orleans had feared hit.
An Italian grocer named Joseph
Maggio and his wife were brutally
murdered in their home above the
store they owned at the time. And
the last killing was a grocer named
Mike Pepitone was butchered in
his bed during the night.
But the most disturbing part of
this all is the note received by local
police from the alleged “Axeman,”
which claimed a dominance over
the police and everyone near. In his
letter he wrote about what would
happen on the 13th of March 1919.

Here is a snippet from this note;
“I am very fond of jazz
music, and I swear by all the devils
in the nether regions that every
person shall be spared in whose
home a jazz band is in full swing
at the time I have just mentioned.
If everyone has a jazz band going,
well, then, so much the better for
you people. One thing is certain
and that is that some of your people who do not jazz it on Tuesday
night (if there be any) will get the
axe.”

When the 13th arrived the city
was exploding with jazz music
from every home. Locals who
didn’t own a record player flooded
into jazz bars so they were safe
from the Axeman’s wrath, which
seemed to work, no one was
harmed that night.
Although the New Orleans
Police never captured the Axeman,
his crimes will haunt over New
Orleans and the people it effected.
I guess you could say it will remain
unsolved?
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Getting to know Adobe

How to become a
criminal mastermind

Noah Hales
Staff Writer

Brittany Michaelis
Staff Writer
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Adobe is a famous company that is known for selling some of the
best computer programs. From creating animations to designing logos,
this company supplies all of your digital art needs. But all of this is at a
There are three easy steps to becoming a successful criminal mastermind: build a cover, develop some proficiency with the tools of the trade, price, so is it worth it?
As you know there are dozens of programs available to you within
and spin a web of contacts.
Adobe but which of these products will help you in your digital artistic
1: A Cover
life? First off there is Adobe Photoshop – this program is multipurpose,
A cover is your most crucial armor, so it’s important that it’s well
and because of this it’s adobes most popular and bestselling program.
maintained. The best cover is an upstanding citizen; preferably one who
This software lets you edit art and create art – it is used in t-shirt compaopenly abhors injustice and loves puppies and flowers. When you stand
nies, YouTube thumbnails, and even in plenty of the art classes at your
up for others around you, they’ll feel obligated to return the favor. They
school. There are a few other options very similar to Photoshop but they
will extol your character and speak for you should the police ever come
knocking. If you appear to be the ideal neighbor and perfect citizen, then are presented as more limited and work better for very specific projects –
these programs include Adobe Illustrator and Lightroom.
your alibis friends can do a lot of the work in maintaining your facade.
Moving away from pictures and photos, there are the video editing
To solidify your civilian cover, keep your illegal pursuits separate
and producing programs, which seem to be the most abundant software’s
from your legal ones, and never commit a crime against any of your
walking alibis. It might also be beneficial to invest in a mask. Mask wear- produced. These programs let you freely edit and create videos with thorough detail. A few of these programs that fit into this category include
ing is a time honored and effective way to conceal any secret identity.
Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, SpeedGrade, Prelude, and Animate
2: Tools
CC. If you are trying to learn how to edit and animate videos, these proThe tools of the trade are extensive and all of them are vital to your
grams really help you find your way through the learning process.
criminal success. Since you’ll be starting from the bottom rungs of the
Seeing that you can create and edit videos, you would think that you
underworld, you should first learn how to pick locks. There are many
could
also edit audio and music. There is a program just for that which
white hat lock pickers on the internet who can give you the necessary
goes by the name of Adobe Audition. This program is specifically used
beginner lessons. Most of the tools you need can be made at home using
windshield wipers and screw drivers. With some ingenuity, the dedicated to edit sounds – this means you are able to remaster and fine tune music,
prospective criminal mastermind can learn how to pick most basic house- and also edit normal audio. This program also helps if you need to add
and edit specific sounds for a video that you are making in Premier Pro.
hold locks in under a year.
Lastly there is the program Adobe Dreamweaver. If you are into codYou will also need to learn how to wield a weapon. Tanks and nukes
ing, this is just for you – this program can give you a rough preview of
are in vogue this criminal season so you might want to pick some up. It
is of the utmost importance that the beginning of your criminal career be what your codes current state is. What really makes this program great
is the fact that it is able to generate the necessary codes to speed up your
completely legal so buy a small tank at the supermarket with your legal
process. All of the programs above are the essential and popular products
cover and learn to shoot at a local firing range. Just remember to have
created by adobe, but you can find the rest of them at www.adobe.com.
a separate tank for your criminal activities so your civilian ID doesn’t
So what are the prices and how are they received by the consumers?
become implicated in anything shady. If you know how to use a tank or
All
of the programs that Adobe produces are sold in different ways. The
nuke already, then you’re ahead of the game.
most common purchase option is to buy all of these programs in a bundle
3: Contacts
(people will usually use this method if multiple Adobe programs are necThe last thing you need is a web of contacts. This will be difficult
essary to complete their daily art tasks). This means that they will receive
and time consuming to form. You need to be especially careful now that
the whole creative cloud (all editing software’s) at a price of thirty dolyou’re dipping your toe in the dark side of the force. Every crime lord
lars a month. After buying this you will be able to put the creative cloud
and mafia boss you meet has to think you’re vital to them or you’ll soon
on two devices. Then there is the option of buying a single program all
be scuba diving without an air tank. The best way to integrate into the
by itself. Choose this option if you are regularly using that program and
underworld is to specialize. Develop a skill that plays to your strengths.
that program alone (this method is quite more expensive than the bundle
Informants and hackers generally have a much higher survival rate than
but it isn’t monthly).
the average grunt or gang member.
Adobe is a great company that can satisfy anyone’s digital art needs.
Just remember that building a dark empire is a long term commitment
Some say that it is too expensive but if you are using these programs
so you need to be patient. Play the field and when the going gets tough,
often you won’t regret the cost. The great thing about Adobe is that they
run.
give free trials – this will help you decide if buying and committing to
these programs is worth your money.
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How to kick your bad habits
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Katheryn Jeppesen
Staff Writer

Most everyone has bad habits, even if they don’t realize it. No one likes their habits, so they want to break
them. Most people don’t know how, but all it takes is
dedication and patience.
Some common bad habits found in students are not
sleeping enough, and skipping breakfast. Doing these
things can be detrimental to the body’s health, messing
up metabolism and the sleep schedule. Still, students
continue.
To start sleeping more regularly, one should wake
up at the same time every day, and go to bed at the
same time each night. That means no sleeping in on the
weekends, which might be hard, but overall it will be
healthier. According to The Help Guide, “This helps
set your body’s internal clock and optimize the quality
of your sleep.” Caffeine should be limited, and obviously don’t have any caffeine before bed. In fact, food

and meals shouldn’t be eaten close to bedtime. Light
must also be limited at night, keeping the room dark.
Exercise helps sleep too, but don’t exercise 3 hours
before bed.
According to a study by The Guardian in 2010,
32% of kids skip breakfast in the morning. Some students skip breakfast because they get nauseous when
they eat so early in the morning. A way to combat this
is to start small, and gradually work up to a full breakfast. Other students skip breakfast because they don’t
have time to eat it. A solution is to pack a granola bar
or pop-tart every morning to eat. School even provides
breakfast, if needed.
There are easy solutions to every problem, even
bad habits. It isn’t that hard to break them, and once
they’re broken, you will feel refreshed and healthy.
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Coach Ray Clinton previews
coming baseball season
				

Porter Hansen
Staff writer

With the baseball season rolling around, the Stansbury Stallions are already
starting to prepare with open gym workouts. Coach Ray Clinton says, “Based
on the first three weeks of open gym I believe we have a very talented pitching staff that will keep us in most games.” He believes that will be a key part
of post-season success along with “playing good defense behind those pitchers
and manufacturing some runs to win those close games.” With a crafty offense
of a talented mixture of lefty and righty hitters and above average team speed,
Coach Clinton says “It will put pressure on the teams we play”.
Like every year, Coach Clinton expects his team to compete for a region title.
Last season they came up a little short behind Park City but expect to bounce
back. Even though they have one of the toughest non-region schedules they
have promising seasoned veterans such as Justin Matthews, Conner Kincaid,
and Austin Woodhouse (who is the leading hitter). Also, with the most talented
freshman class in his nine years, the season looks bright. Coach Clinton says,
“I expect those freshmen to play a vital part in the upcoming season. There
could be several that end up starting on the Varsity squad when it is all said and
done.”
Coach Ray Clinton is a busy man outside of coaching. As the Jail Commander for Tooele County Sheriff’s Office, he has been with the Sheriff’s Office for
almost 16 years. He is also a father and a husband, married to Bridget Clinton
our softball coach/ gym teacher. They have a 14 year old son, who will be here
at Stansbury next year.
Due to his passion for coaching and job, he doesn’t have a lot of time for
anything else. Make sure you catch the first game of the season because this
season looks bright for Stallion Baseball.

Softball coming soon
Noah Jenrich
Staff writer

Stansbury High’s softball team has always been a group of winners,
and it recent years they have certainly lived up to that title. With some of the
best players, and quite possibly the best coach in the entire district, they make
for a pretty mean softball team.
Let’s get down to the numbers. Last season our team had a great year securing several wins for us. But losses always come with the wins; it’s an inevitable
truth. However, that doesn’t carry away from the fact that we had a great year
for our softball team.
Now let’s look to the bright future our team has in store. With the season
starting up again in March and tryouts being right around the corner, it is starting to shape up to be a fantastic year for our team. With new teammates and an
amazing coach to back them, they are well on their way to victory.
The driving force behind this team is our amazing softball coach Mrs. Clinton, a P.E. teacher at our school. She has led this team in its series of victories
for several years. She is dedicated to her work both on the field and off, and has
an amazing team to show for all that hard work.
Make sure to catch the first game, because this season is going to be one for
the books!

So you want to join track and field?
Bella Colovich
Staff Writer
Strength, agility, speed, and skill are all traits required to join Stansbury High
School’s track and field team. From shot put to hurdles, there are countless
events to choose from. This is a call to round up all athletes who are determined, dedicated and up for a challenge.
Track and field is a sport that includes multi-events. When speaking to Coach
Quarez, one of the coaches, he stated “The events consist of throwing objects
like a long metal spear for javelin or a heavy iron ball for shot put.” Now these
brief descriptions may sound like gibberish to a few but trust in the madness.
As stated in the sport title, all events take place either on the field or the surrounding track. Some events like javelin require technique; one cannot throw it
like a softball or a baseball without getting hit by the spear.
The events around the track are all well-known as Coach Quarez explains,
“Running short and long distances and jumping like hurdles or the long jump.”
Track and field season starts officially in March after the ACTs. Students who
are curious about the several exhilarating events can attend the meeting in the
gym after school. While there, fellow stallions decide for themselves what event
they want to join. Those who are newcomers or lacking experience will get suggestions from Coach Allen, Coach Lund and of course Coach Quarez.
To dispel the lingering doubt in joining, having little to no experience is accepted! As long as there is talent and time put into learning, any stallion can
try their best to join. “Everybody has got to start somewhere. We encourage
athletes to compare themselves to themselves and no one else.” –Coach Quarez

Boys basketball season review
Patrick Durka

Jeremi Ybarra
Staff writer

Stansbury High School’s basketball team has had a great season so far with
a win loss record of 7-2. Does the coach have any secrets or key players that
contribute to this?
Coach Joseph White has been coaching since 2004; he has coached fresh/
soph/varsity at Tooele High, junior varsity at Grantville High, and fresh/soph/
varsity here at Stansbury High. When asked what he enjoys most about coaching, he responded with,“The competition and relationship that you have with the
students. Seeing them challenged and grow from that.” If there was any advice
coach would give to his players he would tell them to love every moment of
high school and have no regrets, because high school goes so fast.
Coach White seems to have many great players on his team but the most
pomising appear to be Justin Mathews (senior), Josh Jenkins (senior), Tanner
Mears (Junior), Drake Sclappi (senior), and Tavita Gagnier (senior). These five
boys have an average 8.74 points per game, 2.38 rebounds per game, and total
points of 156.6. These boys have devoted themselves to playing basketball; the
team may never be the same after four of the five graduate this year.
Students are encouraged to be “students” first, which means they focus on
class work and behavior first, basketball second. The teams average GPA is
quite high at 3.55. Being on the team students have the opportunity to participate in off season programs such as open gym which is two nights a week, and a
summer camp that takes place for two weeks at Dixie College.
The basketball team does have some room for improvement but with a 6-1
record, it makes you wonder what kind of pregame they have. When asked to
explain a typical pregame and halftime Coach White responded with, “Our pregame is the same for every game. We go over expectations. Halftime is adjustments and decision making. We want athletes to understand their assignments
and energy expectations.”
The Basketball team has a Junior Stallion program that fundraises for the
team, and they also have sponsors that pay for the banners in the gym.
Coach White has done good job training and mentoring our Stallions. Coach
takes pride in his team and is always striving to improve.

SHS girls basketball shoots for state

Rebecca Nemati Lialmani
Staff writer
As the new basketball season kicks off, we see the values of the girls’ basketball team and what they have to offer for the school. SHS girls’ basketball
is a group of dedicated, talented, and hardworking young ladies. The first few
games were a great experience and the players had the opportunity to learn and
expand their skill sets
based on the different
competitors they have
played against.
However, at the half
way mark, it is every
game won and every
game lost, holds lessons
to learn and factors to
improve on.
According to Jill
Thurber, the sophomore
coach this year, “As a
Facebook.com
team we need to improve
in every game even after a win. We can always do a better job on defense, boxing out, executing better on offense as well as improving on individual skills
like shooting accuracy, free throw percentage, and ball handling.”
Improving after every game (win or lose) will help to bring the best in their
upcoming events. Their stats before state are 14:6. Many games have been
close like the rival game at Tooele ending with a score of 35-37 as a loss but
redeemed stronger at the home conference game scoring 57-27. Others have
ultimately shone their abilities such as the game against Ben Lomond which
ended in 69-26 as a win for Stansbury
Jason Hinton, the freshman girls basketball coach says, “I believe in the team
concept and that we are only as strong as our weakest player.” The girls feel it is
the reason they win tournaments and championships and will eventually rise to
state. It is the reason for their success.
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Super Bowl LII
Porter Hansen
Staff Writer

This year’s super bowl was as
historic as it was entertaining. With
the odds stacked against them, the
Eagles were able to triumph and win
their first franchise Super Bowl. When
their franchise quarterback Carson
Wentz went down earlier this season
with a torn ACL, Nick Foles was the
one to step up and lead the team. Foles
was also named the Super Bowl MVP,
an honor given to the biggest difference maker in the Super Bowl. With
good performances from the offense
and an amazing last minute forced
fumble, the Eagles made history this
Super Bowl.
This was a tale of pure offense. With a combined total of 1,151
yards it was easy to see this was a
high powered offensive game. For the

majority of the game neither team’s
defense could stop each other’s drive.
With only one turnover each, almost
every drive ended up in points. There
was not a single touchdown scored by
the defense, only one fumble and little
pressure put on the opposing quarterbacks. Tom Brady passed for a whopping 505 yards with Danny Amendola
and Chris Hogan recording 100 yards.
For the Eagles, they had an
impressive game, Tallying 538 total
yards. Also, the Eagles ran some
crafty trick plays which resulted in
Nick Foles catching a touchdown pass
off a wildcat formation play. Eagles’
defense was able to force a fumble
which lead to the Eagles being able to
have a game winning drive.
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Utah Jazz,
playoffs or
flop?
Porter Hansen
Staff Writer

As mid-season approaches, we Jazz
fans have one question on our minds.
Are we playoff contenders? Or simply
bottom feeders trying to secure a
lottery pick for next season? It is still
a question up in the air. We have the
potential for sure; the real problem
is if we can fully make the leap from
mediocracy to elite talent.
While I personally don’t think there
are many negative factors with the
ones that are present are noticeable.
One thing that could hold us back is
the intense competition of the Western
Conference. With teams like Golden
State Warriors, Houston Rockets and
San Antonio Spurs in your conference, you’re going to have to be
playing your heart out. Sadly, the Jazz
only have a 9 -12 record against same
division teams. Those wins are some
of the most important ones as those
will be the teams that hold you back
from a championship. Another thing
is while the Jazz have an impressive
13-6 home record, the away record
will be problematic with only 3 wins
and 15 losses, the worst away record
in the NBA. With the Jazz most likely
going to be a lower seed in the play-

offs, they will not have the home court
advantage most games.
Now there are many bright spots
for this team – our young core is starting to come together and show the
potential they have. Donovan Mitchell
has been playing like a future franchise star should. Putting up an impressive 18.3 points, 3.2 rebounds and
3.4 assists per game, his play has put
him in conversation for Rookie of the
year. Rodney Hood is starting to develop into the prolific scorer we need,
and we still have the defensive anchor
in Rudy Gobert. With our core healthy
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and bench putting in solid performances, we have a chance to become
a top threat in the western conference.
With the highest free throw percentage in the league (89.2%) and the
highest defensive rating (95.9) we
have the tools to give even the top
contenders a run for their money.
With all of this being said, the Jazz
have the talent and tools necessary to
make the leap to contender status. It’s
more of a case of being able to utilize
this talent on a nightly basis. Overall,
Utah Jazz fans have a lot to be excited
about in the coming seasons.
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SHS Wrestlers take it to the top
Kayla Hurse
Staff Writer

You sit in your seat ready for the
first match to begin. The competitors walk onto the mat; they shake
hands – the whistle blows. The room
tenses, and these wrestlers are now
at war, but with no armor and no
weapon, the newcomers aren’t expecting much. That is when you blink,
and in those milliseconds the match is
over. It takes seconds for one of them
to stick their opponent on the mat. In
this match the winner is determined
by points not by sticking them (taking
them down).
Here at Stansbury High School it
was an amazing 2017-2018 season for
our wrestling team. Of 58 wrestlers
spread between varsity and junior
varsity teams, 10 of them went on to
state.
Anthony Herrera, a senior at SHS,
took first place at state. He also took
first place at the Davis Duals, the
Millard Ironman, and the Stallion
Stampede for his 138lbs weight class.
Earlier this month, he was named Athlete of the Week by the Desert News
for the second time in his four year
high school career for earning a 43-3
record this season.
Head coach Tyson Linnell gaves
some insight about the team: “We
were region champs this year. Our
dual record is 23-3 and right now
we’re ranked eighth in the state.
We’ve had a pretty good year . . . .
We took first place at the AK-47duals
which is our own team tournament.
We placed fifth at Division.”
For the first time in SHS history,
wrestlers from our school competed
in the Utah All Star Duels. Maite
Figueroa, Dylian Moore, Anthony
Herrera and Logan Gustafson joined
other competitors from around the
state to compete at the UVU.

NBA playoff picture
Porter Hansen
Staff Writer

Every year we NBA basketball fans
are always speculating one thing –
who will be the NBA champion this
season? Will it be another Cavs vs.
Warriors finals? Who will have the
best record? I can’t predict the future,
but I surely speculate. Who will be the
best of the best this year? Here are my
opinions.
Will the Warriors dominate the
NBA another season? “Can anyone
stop the warriors?” You can definitely
see why people ask that. With a starstudded roster consisting of Stephen
Curry, Kevin Durant, Klay Thompson and Draymond Green there is no
doubt this team is a powerhouse of the
NBA. The team has arguably the two
best three-point shooters in the league,
players with great defensive IQ and
one of the biggest growing fans bases
in the NBA. There is no question why
this team is at the top of the totem
pole and the favorite to win it all.
Personally like many fans, I hope we
have more diversity in the playoffs
this year and would like to see a new
victor.
Celtics new core looks terrifyingly good. When I say terrifying, I
mean it. Going on a 16 game winning
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This year’s dual record of 23-3 is
the best dual record in our school’s
history. “At a dual, you just kind of
keep a team score,” Coach Linnell
said. Duals are only against region
teams as opposed to tournaments
which are against teams all over the
nation. “Each single weekend we
have a tournament . . . the guys can
place there and win individual medals,
and we place like as a team with how
the guys do.”
If you or someone you know wants
to play sports but feels like they’re too
tall or don’t weight enough, read this
tidbit from Coach Linnell, “Wrestling
is one of the unique sports where . . .
you don’t have to be super big to play
or super-fast . . . it ranges from 106lbs
all the way to 285lbs.”
One of the best wrestling seasons
that we’ve had ended February 10th
with the state championships and
Stansbury High’s wrestling future
looking bright. The Little Stallion Wrestling program is preparing
younger children for higher level
wrestling for when they reach the
high school level, and many of our
non-senior wrestlers are planning on
continuing their high school wrestling
careers
streak, this team looks like it will rule
the east. With a core of Kyrie Irving,
Jaylen Brown, Al Horford and Marcus
Smart, It is no surprise. Kyrie is playing some of his best basketball averaging 22.8 ppg which is an impressive
stat. He is also giving his team an
edge with 5 assists and 3 rebounds.
To put it simply, he is playing at a
superstar level. It seems even with the
Gordon Hayward injury, nothing can
slow this squad down.
Will Houston finally end the
drought? Houston is an interesting
team to talk about. Every year they
have the most potential yet they fall
flat. This year I think will be the year
they win it all. Here is why. James
Harden is playing like a monster.
Averaging 31ppg. That’s an insane
number backed with 9.8 assists and
leading the team to an impressive 16
and 4 record. With superstar pointguard Chris Paul on your roster as
well, the Rockets future looks like it
has a shining future ahead.
Overall, this season has been a good
one so far, and I can’t wait to see who
really will make the leap and become
the next NBA champions. I think the
Celtics, Warriors, and Rockets have
the most talent and skill to be able to
win it all. They are some of the most
dominate teams in the NBA.
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BUNNY JARS
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What you’ll need:
- A Kerr mason jar (cleaned)
- Chalk powder
- Acrylic white paint
- Sponge brush
- Vinyl
- Wire
- Jewelry wire cutters
- White felt
- Scissors
- Hot glue gun
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- Cadbury eggs
- White yarn or medium sized pom poms.
You’ll want to start off by folding a piece of felt in half and cutting out four good sized ear shapes to go on top of the lid.
Follow the instructions on chalk powder and mix your paint. Use
the bottom of a cup to trace a circle on the back of some vinyl. Take
the vinyl and stick it on the bottom half of the jar until after you’re
done painting. This will be your clear glass belly on the jar.
Now you’ll want to start painting do about three coats. Next to
make the bunny whiskers, take three pieces of cut wire and wrap
them around the neck of the jar just under the lid and twist them in
the center twice. For the bunny ears, cut some wire to the shape of
your ears you previously cut out. Hot glue them to the previously cut
felt and then glue the other side on the wire. This makes it easier to
bend and shape the ears to your desire.
Now hot glue those ears to the top of the Kerr jar lid and shape.
Remove the vinyl after the paint has dried. Fill with mini Cadbury
eggs or other Easter candy. Finally you can make your pompom tails
watching this tutorial https://www.youtube.com/watch? And you’re
ﬁnished. Now you have a rustic bunny jar for the holiday.

Zodiac signs are based on the twelve constellations in the imaginary band, found on the stars and planets at the time you were born. The
signs are: Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, and lastly Capricorn. The Zodiac signs have
many purposes; they can tell us about our personality or special talents
we have. Some even say it improves the quality of life. I’ll be getting
into the strengths and weakness each signs has, brought to you by www.
astrology-zodiac-signs.com
Aquarius (January 20 –Febuary18) Strengths: Progressive, original, independent, and humanitarian. Weakness: Runs from emotional
expression, temperamental, uncompromising, and aloof.
Pisces (February 19 –March 20) Strengths: Compassionate, artistic, intuitive, gentle, wise, and musical. Weakness: Fearful, overly trusting, sad, desire to escape reality, and can play the victim.
Aries (March 21–April 19) Strengths: Courageous, determined, conﬁdent, enthusiastic, optimistic, honest, and passionate. Weakness: Impatient, moody, short–tempered, impulsive, and aggressive.
Taurus (April 20– May 20) Strengths: Reliable, patient, practical,
devoted, responsible, and stable. Weakness: Stubborn, possessive, and
uncompromising.
Gemini (May 21–June 22) Strengths: Gentle, affectionate, curious, adaptable, and have ability to learn quickly and exchange ideas.
Weakness: Nervous, inconsistent, and indecisive.
Cancer (June 21–July 22) Strengths: Tenacious, highly imaginative, loyal, emotional, sympathetic, and persuasive. Weakness: Moody,
pessimistic, suspicious, manipulative, insecure.
Leo (July 23–August 22) Strengths: Creative, passionate, generous, warm–hearted, cheerful, and humorous. Weakness: Arrogant, stubborn, self–centered, lazy, and inﬂexible.
Elizabeth Dalton
Room: 154Virgo (August 23– September 22) Strengths: Loyal,
analytical, kind, hardworking, and practical. Weakness: Shyness, worry,
overly critical of self and others, and all work no play.
Libra (September 23– October 22) Strengths: Cooperative, diplomatic, gracious, fair–minded, and social. Weakness: Indecisive, avoids
confrontations, will carry a grudge, and self-pity.
Scorpio (October 23–November 21) Strengths: Resourceful,
brave, passionate, stubborn, and a true friend. Weakness: Distrusting,
jealous, secretive, and violent.
Sagittarius (November 22– December 21) Strengths: Generous,
idealistic, and great sense of humor. Weakness: Promises more than can
deliver, impatient, and will say anything no matter how undiplomatic.
Capricorn (December 22–January 19) Strengths: Responsible,
disciplined, self–control, and a good manger. Weakness: Know–it–alls,
unforgiving, condescending, and expects the worst.
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